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The objective of this work is to discuss the existence, bifurcation, and regularity, 
with respect to time and parameters, of bounded solutions of infinite dimensional 
equations. The authors present an application of their results to the study of 
homoclinic solutions of a nonlinear forced beam equation. They use the approach 
of alternative method and semigroup theory. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this paper is to discuss the existence, bifurcation, and 
regularity, with respect to time and parameters, of bounded solutions of 
infinite dimensional equations. As an application of our results, we study 
homoclinic solutions of a nonlinear equation. 
Chow et al. [2, 31, using the Liapunov-Schmidt method, studied 
periodic and homoclinic solutions of j; + g(x) = -1f + pf(t), where f is 
periodic, and ;1 and ,U are small parameters, with suitable conditions on g. 
Holmes and Marsden [9] extended results of Melnikov [l l] and dis- 
cussed the solutions described above for infinite dimensional equations. 
Their main application involved a forced beam equation. 
Concerning the regularity of solutions, some technical difficulties arise 
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when working with an equation that has parameters associated to unboun- 
ded linear operators. The simple example U, = EU,, ~(0, x) =f(x), in a 
suitable space, shows that the solution u(t, x, E) =f(x + ct) will be smooth 
in E only if the initial data is a smooth function. 
Neves [12] discussed the Hopf bifurcation of a periodic solution of an 
infinite dimensional system, which has the difftculty described above. 
Motivated by these works, our purpose in this paper is, using the 
Liapunov-Schmidt procedure, to study a class of bounded solutions, which 
includes periodic, homoclinic, and heteroclinic solutions, of equations 
defined in infinite dimensional Banach spaces. One of the main features of 
this work is that we consider equations which have unbounded linear 
operators, depending on parameters. We point out that, even in this case, 
under suitable conditions the bifurcation curve will be smooth. This is a 
consequence of the fact that the solutions mentioned above are special in a 
certain sense and this fact plays an important role in our treatment. 
In some respects our approach is different from the one used by Neves in 
[12] and our ideas can be used to discuss his problem. 
A result of Hale’s [Z], which analyzes the regularity, with respect to 
parameters, of the fixed point of an operator, was an important tool in our 
study. 
With a different emphasis, the problem of the regularity of a bounded 
solution is also treated by Hale and Scheurle [4]. Infinite dimensional 
problems involving homoclinics and heteroclinics, related to delay 
equations, where considered by Hale and Lin [S, 63. 
In Section 2 we present some basic facts about evolution equations. 
Lemma 2.1 seems to be new. 
In Section 3 we give two versions of Fredholm alternative for bounded 
solutions. Theorem 3.2 is very interesting and provides an infinite dimen- 
sional version. 
In Section 4 we study regularity with respect to time and compactness 
properties of evolution operators associated with nonautonomous linear 
equations and of bounded solutions of nonhomogeneous linear and non- 
linear equations. We introduce the Banach space WR of the uniformly 
continuous functions from R into the Banach space W, with precompact 
range. This space is very intersting because, besides remaining invariant 
under some of our operators, it contains all periodic, almost periodic, 
asymptotically periodic, and asymptotically almost periodic functions. We 
exploit this space very well. Theorem 4.1 is the main result of Section 4. 
In Section 5 we discuss compactness properties and regularity, with 
respect o a parameter , of the evolution operator T(t, s, r) associated with 
ti = A(t, r) u and of bounded solutions of nonhomogeneous linear and non- 
linear equations. We emphasize our main results, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. 
Their proofs are very technical. 
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In Section 6 we study periodic and homoclinic solutions of abstract non- 
linear evolution equations. We apply our previous results to a nonlinear 
forced beam equation, which is a modification of a model proposed by 
Holmes and Marsden [9], by adding an unbounded linear term depending 
on a parameter. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup T(t) in the 
Banach space W and let ~3 be the domain of A. 
We indicate by p(A), a(A), and R(1, A) the resolvent set, the spectrum, 
and the resolvent operator, respectively. Let L(W) be the space of all 
bounded linear operators from W into W. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B(f) E L( W) be a strongly continuous function oft, A as 
described above, and A(t) = def A + B(t). Then there exists a two parameter 
family of operators T(t, s), s < t, s, t E R, which we call the evolution operator 
associated with A(t), such that for every s, z, t in R, s d z < t the following 
hold 
(i) T(s, s) = I, T(r, z) T(z, s) = T(t, s). 
(ii) T( t, s) is a strongly continuous function of (t, s) in W, for s < t. 
If in addition B(t) is strongly continuous differentiable in W, for t in R, 
then: 
(iii) T(t, s) 9 c 9 and A(t) T( t, s) is strongly continuous in $9, for 
t B s. 
(iv) T(t, s) is strongly continuously difSerentiable with respect o t and 
s and a/at T(t, S) x = A(t) T(t, S) X, aT/as(t, S) x = -T(t, S) A(s) X, ifx E 9. 
For a proof see [S] and [lo]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be an open set of R”. For each r in A we assume that 
A(r), with domain 9, independent of r, is the infinitesimal generator of a CO 
semigroup T(r, t) in the Banach space W. We suppose that A(r) is strongly 
continuously differentiable in 9. If JE p(A(r)) for every rE A then for r, 
rI E A the following hold: 
(i) r + A(r) R(I, A(r,)) E L( W) is continuous. 
(ii) The bounded operators A(r) R(1, A(r,)) and R(1, A(r)) are 
strongly continuously dzyferentiable with respect o r and 
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for every x in W, r, rl in A. 
(iii) The function (r, rl) E A x A + A’(r) R(,$ A(r,)) E L(W) is 
bounded in compact sets of A x A and is strongly continuous in W. 
(iv) T(r, t) is strongly continuously differentiable with respect to r in 92 
and 
$T(r, t)x=I’T(r, t-s)A’(r) T(r,s)dsx 
0 
if xED. 
For a proof see [lo] and [12]. 
An effect of the perturbation of a closed operator by a relatively bounded 
one, on its resolvent operator, is given by the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let W be a Banach space and A: 9 c W + W be a den- 
sely defined closed operator. Suppose there exist M 2 0 and w E R such that, 
if I is a real number, J. > w, then 1 E p(A) and IIR(A, A)11 <M/(1 - w). Let a 
and b be nonnegative constants, L > 1 and b < (1 - L- ‘)( 1 + M) ~ ‘. 
Under the conditions above, there exists a real number d, which depends 
only on a, 6, w, M, and L, such that if B: Q(B) c W + W is any closed 
operator, with 9(B)19, llBx\l dallxll+ bllAxl[, for every x in 9 and if 
I.> d is any real number, then A E o(A + B) and II R(I, A + B)ll < 
LM/(I - w). 
Proof. From our assumptions we obtain for I > w, 
IIWA A)ll <allR(k A)ll +bllAR(& A)ll <(aM+bMJII)(A-w))‘+b. 
The last expression is less than 1, if and only if, aM+ (1 -b) w < 
(1 -b) ,I-MbllJ. 
If we let y =d”faM+(l-b)w, a =defl-b, p=defMb, then 
y < a1 - fllJ( if and only if 2 > y/(a - (sgv) /?). 
If I is as above, we have 
A-W 
(l-i’BR(‘yA)“‘-ld(l-b)~-bMl~l-~aM+(l-b)w,’ 
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The last expression is less than L, if and only if, L[aM+ (1 -b) w J - 
w<[L(l-b)-I]&-bLMII[. If we let jJ=defL[aM+(l-b)w]-w, 
oS=d”fL(l-b)-l, /?=d”fLbM, then y<&il--fllAl, if and only if, A> 
?A& - (%Y) B,. 
Let d = def max(w, y/(a - (sgv) j?), jr/(& - (sgv) p)}. 
Since A- (A + B) = (I- BR(l, A))(A -A), if 1 is real and 1 >d, then 
AE~(A + B) and IIR(n, A + B)ll G W(A - w)(l - IIW~, ANI) < 
ML/(J. - w). m 
Remark 2.1. Under the assumptions of the theorem above on A and L, 
if B(t) EL(W) for t E R, IlB(t)ll <a, Vt E R and 1> d then 1 E P(A + B(t)), 
I/B(t) R(&A)(I <aM/(A-w)< 1, and IIR(n, A+B(t))ll <LM/(I-w) for 
every t in R. In this case Theorem 2.1 gives d= 
[LaM+ (L- 1) w](L- 1))‘. 
Remark 2.2. Under all conditions of Lemma 2.1, if B(t) and d are as 
described in Remark 2.1 and A > d, then the function 
(t, s) + A(t) T( t, s) R(1, A(s)) is strongly continuous for s < t; s, t in R. See 
c 101. 
LEMMA 2.3. Besides all the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, we assume that 
IIT(t,sll <Me- y(‘--s’ t as, y >O, that f is continuously dlyferentiable, and 
that f; L B, B are ‘bounded in R. Under the conditions above v(t) = def 
jLm T(t, s) f(s) ds is a bounded strong solution of zi= A(t) u+f(t) in R. 
Proof: From Remark 2.2 it follows that if A> d then 1 l p(A(t)) and 
IIR(& A(t))11 is bounded in R. 
Therefore, integration by parts gives 
v(t)=J’ T(t, s)(l -A(s)) R(A A(s))f(s) ds 
-to 
=1.j* T(t, s) RR A(s))f(s) ds + NJ, A(t))f(t) -00 
- j-’ T(t, 3) W, A(d)Ch’(s) +&s) W, A(s))f(s)l ds. -cc 
Then, 
ti(t) = 1 Jf A(t) T(t, s) NA A(s))f(s) ds --oo 
- I ’ A(t) T(t, s) WA, 4s))Chs) +&s) R(R, A(s)) f(s)] U!Y --oo 
+ WA Nt))f(t). 
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The expression above implies that C(t) = A(t) u(t) +f(t) and that d(t) is 
continuous for t in R. 1 
The next result is a slight modification of a result of Hale’s [2]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let W, Y be Banach spaces and suppose F c A c Wi 
where F is a closed subset and A is an open subset of W. Let T: A x A -+ W 
be such that T(F x A) c F, A c Y is open and 
(i) T(x, .): A + F is continuous. 
(ii) T( ., r): F-, F is continuous and for each r E A, T( ., r) has a 
unique fixed point g(r) which depends continuously on r E A. 
(iii) For each r in A there exists D, T(g(r), r) and r + D, T(g(r), r) is 
continuous. 
(iv) There exists 8~ [0, 1) such that for every (x, r)E A x A, 
D, T(x, r) exists, (ID, T(x, r)ll 6 6, and the function (x, r) -+ D, T(x, r) is 
strongly continuous in (g(r), r), for each r E A. 
Under the conditions above g(r) is continuously differentiable in A. 
3. A FREDHOLM ALTERNATIVE FOR BOUNDED SOLUTIONS 
In this section we give two versions of the alternative method which are 
convenient when searching bounded solutions of either linear or nonlinear 
equations. 
Let BC(R, R”) be the space of bounded and continuous functions from R 
to R” with the sup norm and let A(t) be an n x n matrix, continuous in R. 
Consider the following systems: 
(h) ti= A(t) u 
(nh) ti=A(t)u+f(t) 
(adj) d= --WI(?). 
We indicate by N the subspace of BC(R, R”) of bounded solutions, in 
R, of (h). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose (h) has exponential dichotomies in R + and R _ . 
Let L be a projection from BC(R, R”) onto JV, (Qf)(t) = def ul*( t) b, where 
Y is a matrix whose rows form a basis of the space of bounded solutions of 
(adj) and b =def (JR Y(t) Y*(t) dt))’ IR !P(t) f(t) dt, where (*) = transpose. 
Zf f E BC(R, R”), then (nh) has a solution in BC(R, R”) if and only if 
Qf = 0. Moreover, if Qf= 0 then (nh) has a unique solution Kf in BC(R, R”) 
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such that L(Kf) = 0 and the operator K: (I- Q) BC(R, R”) + 
(Z-L) BC(R, R”) is continuous. 
Zf in addition f(t)+O, as ItI + co, then (Kf)(t)-+O as ItI + CD. 
For a proof, see [14]. 
Remark 3.1. In the application that we consider in Section 6 it is 
convenient to consider the following projection onto J: 
(Lf )(t) = @(t)(@*(O) Q(O))-’ @*(O)f(O). 
The next result gives a Fredholm alternative for equations on infinite 
dimensional Banach spaces. 
Consider the equations 
(H) zi=A(t)u 
(NH) u=A(t)u+f(t). 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, let P,(s) be strongly 
continuously differentiable projections, for s in R, such that T(t, s) Pj(s)= 
P,(t)T(t,s) ift>s, j=l,..., 4, and @yzlPj(t)=Z, for every t, s in R. We 
assume, for t > s > 0 (resp. s 6 t 6 0), that T( t, s) I R(P,(s)) is an isomorphism 
from R(P,(s)) to R(P,(t)) for j= 3,4 (resp. j= 1, 3). We indicate the inverse 
operator by T(s, t). 
Suppose there exist positive constants M, y such that 
IT(t, s)(Pl(s)+ P*(s))1 6 Me-Y(f-S), t3s90 
IT(t, s)(P~(s)+ P4(s))I <MeeY’“-‘), sat30 
IT(t, s)(P,(s)+ P,(s))1 <Mey(‘~‘), t<s<o 
IT(t, s)(Pz(s) + P4(s))I 6 MeY(S+‘), s<t<o. 
Then (NH) has a bounded mild solution, for t in R, if and only if 
.fR TV4 8) P‘,(s) f(s) ds = 0. 
Proof If u(t) is a bounded mild solution of (NH) in R, for t 20, we 
have 
u(t) = T(t, 0) u(0) + j’ T(t, s) f(s) ds 
0 
= T(t, 0) 40) + jm TV4 SNPds) + PAs))f(s) ds 
0 1 
+ j; T(t, ~)(PI(s) + Pz(s))f(s) ds + j’ T(t, s)(PAs) + Pz,(s))f(s) ds. 02 
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The dichotomous assumptions above imply that the improper integrals 
are convergent and that the functions defined by the two last integrals are 
bounded for t > 0. 
The boundedness of u(t) implies that 
(P,(O) + P&J)) 40) + joa W4 SW’&) + J’&)) f(s) ds) = 0, 
and so, 
(3.1) 
P‘,(O) u(O) = - ja T(0, s) Pc,(s)f(s) ds. 
0 
For t < 0, we have 
u(O) = T(0, t) u(t) + 1’ T(0, s) f(s) ds, 
f 
and so, 
T(0, t)u(t)=u(O)+j; T(O,s)f(s)ds 
=24(O)+ jo-m WAs)(Pz(s) + f’&)) f(s) ds 
Then, 
+s WI s)(Pz(s) + PAS)) f(s) ds. -m 
V,(O) + P3(0)) wt t) u(t) 
= (P,(O) + PdO)) 40) + jt W4 s)(Pl(s) + Pds))f(s) ds 
0 
and 
w4 t)(P*(t) + P4(f)) u(t) 
= V’AO) + f’do)) 40) +jo- m WA s)(PAs) + f’&)) f(s) ds 
+I- 
T(O, s)V’As) + P&)) f(s) ds. 
-cc 
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If we use the dichotomous assumptions and consider the limit as 
t + -co, we obtain 
V*(O) + P‘dO)) 40) +jfrn W, s)V’z(s) + PAS)) f(sds = 0 
and then, 
(3.2) 
P‘+(O) u(O) = - j-O0 T(0, s) P4(s) f(s) ds. 
From (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain 
I T(0, s) P4(s) f(s) ds = 0. R 
Conversely, if JR T(0, S) PJs)~(s) ds = 0, we consider u(0) in such a way 
that P,(O) u(O), for j = 2, 3,4, are given by (3.1) and (3.2) and 
P,(O) u(0) = 0. 
For t < 0 we define 
u(t) ff qt, O)(P,(O) + PJO)) u(0) 
’ +s r(f, s)(Pl(s) + f’&)) f(s) ds 0 
+s r(t, s)(Pz(s) + &)  f(s) ds, -‘x3 
and for t 2 0, 
u(t) if T( t, 0) u(O) + jt 7’(t, s) f(s) ds, 
0 
which implies 
u(t) = T(t> ONuP) + jam WA s)V’ds) + U )fb) ds) 
+ ;T(G s)(Pl(s) + Pz(s))f(s) ds I 
+ j' T(c s)U'h) + Pc,(s)) S(s) ds. 02 
A natural calculation shows that u(t) is a bounded mild solution of 
(NH) in R. h 
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4. THE DEPENDENCE ON TIME: PROPERTIES 
In this section we study the regularity and compactness properties of 
evolution operators of nonautonomous linear equations and of bounded 
solutions of nonhomogeneous linear and nonlinear equations. Let 
A(t) =d”‘A+B(t). 
Let us consider the following hypotheses: 
H4.1. A: 9 c W+ W is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup 
T(t) in the Banach space W. 
H4.2. Assume H4.1 and that there exist positive constants M, y such 
that (1 T(t)11 < Me-?‘, t 3 0. 
H4.3. The function t E R + B(t) E L(W) is strongly continuous in W. 
H4.4. The function t E R + E(t) E L(W) is strongly continuously dif- 
ferentiable in W. 
H4.5. The function t E R -+ B(t) E L( W) is strongly uniformly con- 
tinuous in W. 
H4.6. For each x E W, the set {B(t) x: t E R} is precompact. 
H4.7. Assume H4.3. If T(t, S) denotes the evolution operator associated 
with A(t) then there exist positive constants M, y such that IIT(t, s)ll < 
Mc~(‘-~‘, t>s; t, SER. 
4.1. Properties of the Evolution Operator 
For each nonnegative constant m, let us consider the strip Pj =def 
{(t,s)ER2: O<t-s<m}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Under hypothesis H4.1 the following hold: 
(a) If H4.3 and H4.6 hold, then for each compact K of the Banach 
space W, the set { T(t, s) x, (t, s) E Fm, x E K} is precompact. 
(b) If H4.5 and H4.6 hold then the function t E R + T(t, t-s) x is 
untformly continuous in R, untformly with respect to (s, x) in a compact 
subset of [0, CO ) x W. 
Proof By using the successive approximation method we can obtain a 
sequence of operators T,(t, s) E L(W) which converges to T(t, s) in L(W), 
uniformly in Pm and such that, for each n, T,(t, s) x lies in a compact set of 
W, when (t, s) varies in 9$, and x varies in K. These remarks imply that (a) 
holds. 
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In order to prove (b), we first prove that, given E > 0 and a compact K of 
W, there exists 6 >O, such that if IhI ~6 then IIT(t +h, s+ h) x- 
T(t, S) x(1 < E for every x E K and (t, S) E S$,. It follows easily from this 
statement hat (b) holds. 
A standart calculation shows that 
T(t+h,s+h)x-T(t,s)x 
i 
, 
= ~(t - a) B(a)[ T(o + h, s + h) - T(o, s)] x da 
+j’T(t-ri)[B(o+h 
5 
)-B(a)] T(o+h,s+h)xda. 
Therefore, 
T(t+h,s+h)x-T(t,s)x 
=J T(t,o)[B(a+h)-B(a)] T(a+h,s+h)xdo. 
s 
The last equality, (a), and the assumptions on B imply the result stated 
above. [ 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that A and B(t) satisfy H4.1 and H4.4, respectively, 
and that B(t), R(t) satisfy H4.5 and H4.6. Zf A> d, where d is as described in 
Remark 2.1. and KC W is a compact set, then 
(i) The set {AT(t, s) R(I, ,4(s)) x, (t, s)E&, XEK} is precompact. 
(ii) The function teR+AT(t, t-s) R(1, A(t-s))x is uniformly 
continuous in R, untformly with respect to (s, x) in a compact subset of 
[O, 00)x w. 
Zf, in addition, H4.2 and H4.7 hold, then there exists a positive constant 
Ml such that IAT(t, s) R(A, A(s))1 < M,e~Y(r--s), for every (t, s) in FM. 
Proof If XE W, integration by parts shows that 
T(t, s) R(A 4)) x 
=T(~-S)R(I,A(~))X+~‘T(~-I.)B(~;)T(~,S)R(~,A(S))X~~ 
s 
= T(t -s) R(A, A(s)) x-A-‘B(t) T(t, s) R(A, A(s)) x 
+ T(t - s) A -‘B(s) R(A, A(s)) x 
+ jr T(t - 5) A -‘C&3 T(5, s) + B(5) 45) T(t, s)l R(k 4s)) x &. 3 
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If we multiply by A and insert convenient terms, we obtain 
AT(f, s) WA A(s)) x 
= -T(t-s)x-B(t)T(t,s)R(l,A(s))x 
+lr(f--)R(1,A(s))~+f'T(t-5)[B(5)+8~(5)] 
s 
x T(5, s) RCA, A(s)) x & 
Then. 
AT(t, s) R(A A(s)) x 
= -T(t-s)x-B(t)T(t,s)R(A,A(s))x 
+ Wt -s) NJ-3 A(s)) x + i“ r(f, 5) B(5) 
s 
x C - T(5 -s) - B(t) T(5, s) R(4 4)) 
+ W5 -s) RN A(s))1 x 4 
+ j’ Q4 5m3 + B2(5)1 s 
x T(5, s) RN 4s)) x &. 
In order to prove (i), we first show that if il> d then the set 
{ R(A, A(s)) x, s E R, x E K} is precompact. 
For such i there exist p < 1 such that Il(A-A))’ B(s)11 <p < 1 for every 
s in R. Therefore, R(A, A(s))=(Z- (1-A))’ B(s)))‘(A-A)-‘. Consider- 
ing the Newman series of I- (A - A) - ’ B(S) and our assumptions on B(t) 
we can prove the precompactness of the set above. 
The first statement of our lemma follows then from our hypotheses, from 
the above expression of AT(t, S) R(;1, A(s)) x, and from Lemma 4.1. 
If we change s by t - s in the expression of A(t, S) R(1, A(s)) x, we obtain 
AT(t, t-s)R(il, A(t-s))x 
= -T(s)x-B(t)T(t,t-s)R(I,A(t-s))x 
+iT(s)R(I,A(r--s))x+S~T(t,r-z)B(t-r) 
0 
x [I-qs-T)-B(t-T) T(t--r, t-s)R(A,A(t-S)) 
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+ IT(s - 7) R(A, A(t - s))] x dz 
+ ; T(t, t-z)[B(t-r)+P(t-z)] 
s 
x T(t-7, t-s)R(d., A(t-s))xdT. 
The second statement of our lemma follows then from our hypotheses, 
from the above expression, and from Lemma 4.1. 1 
4.2. Properties of the Bounded Solution 
If W is a Banach space and f: R + W, we denote the orbit off by O(f) 
and call it the range off in W. 
Let W, be the space of all uniformly continuous functions from R to W, 
with precompact orbit. We ensure that W, with the usual sup norm is a 
Banach space. This follows essentially from the fact that if (f,) is a 
sequence of elements of W,, which converges uniformly to f in R, then f is 
uniformly continuous and, given E > 0, there exists a nonnegative integer N 
such that O(f) is contained in the s-neighborhood of 0( fN) and so O(f) is 
precompact. 
LEMMA 4.3. Under the assumptions H4.2 and H4.7, iff is continuous and 
bounded in R, u(t) = der j’ to T( t, s) f(s) ds, then the following hold 
(i) If H4.3 and H4.6 hold and the orbit off is precompact then the 
orbit of v is also precompact. 
(ii) Zf H4.5 and H4.6 hold and f E W,, then v E W,. Moreover if H4.4 
holds, f, W,, and R(t) satisfies H4.5 and H4.6, then ti E W,. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions H4.2, H4.3, H4.6, and H4.7, if 
f: R x W + W is continuous, u is continuous in R, and { f(t, u(t)): t E R} is 
precompact, then the orbit of u is precompact, where u(t) = f’ m T(t, s) 
f (s, 4s)) ds. 
Remark 4.1. Precompactness of a semiorbit is considered by 
Ceron [ 11. 
Proof: It is easy to see that u is bounded. Since v(t) = f; T(t, t - s) 
f(t - s) &, given E > 0, there exists t, such that Iv(t) - J;P T(t, t - 7) 
f(t-7) d7l <E for every t in R. From Lemma 4.la, it follows that the set 
{j$ T(t, t - z) f (t - 7): t E R) is precompact. Therefore, the orbit of u is 
precompact and the proof of (i) is complete. 
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If E and t, are as described above, we have that 
b(t + h) - v(t)1 
< t”T(t+h,t+h-r)f(t+h-r)dT 
s 
10 
- T(t, t-z)f(t-T)dT +2& 
0 
< /I to [T(t+h,t+h-T)-T(t,t-z)]f(t+h-T)dT 0 
+ jr0 T(t, t-z)[f(t+h-T)-f(t-T)] dz +2~. 
0 
The uniform continuity follows then from Lemma 4.lb. 
The last statement of (ii) follows from the expression of ti obtained in the 
proof of Lemma 2.3 and from Lemma 4.2. 1 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be a closed and convex subset of a Banach space W 
andf: R x F+ W be a Cl-bounded function. Under hypothesis H4.2 on T(t), 
suppose that ME W, satisfies 
u(t)=j’ T(t-s)f(s, 4s)) & (4.1) 
-00 
u(t) E F, for every t in R. For B(t) = def ,,( t, u(t)), assume H4.7 is satisfied 
and that f, and f, are bounded and untformly continous on R x n(O(u)), 
where R( .) denotes the closed convex hull. 
Then u is a strong solution of 
ti=Au+f(t, u) in R and ti(t)=lr T(t,s)f,(s, u(s))ds 
-‘x 
for every t in R. 
Moreover, zf for each x E W, the sets { f,( t, u(t)): t E R} and 
{ f,( t, u(t)) x: t E R} are precompact, then ti E W,. 
Proof: If we let u(t) = def jta T(t, s) f,(s, u(s)) ds, we have u(t) = 
IYFhEy -s) B(s) 4s) ds + j’m T(t -s) f,(s, u(s)) ds. 
, 
Rh(t) %~(t+h)-u(t)--ho(t) 
= 
s 
’ T(t--s)Cf(s+h, u(s+h))-f(s, u(s))--j-As, u(s))1 ds -a! 
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= J ’ T(t-s)[f(s+h, 24(s+h))-f(s, u(s+h))-hfh u(s))1 ds -cc 
+J’ T(t - s)Cf(s, 4s + h)) -Sk 4s)) - K(s, 4s)) +)I ds --a3 
= 1^’ 
-cc 
~(t-s) J; [-$I s + Oh, u(s + h)) - hf,(s, u(s)) 1 de ds 
+ J’ w-~~J~$-~ s,&(s+h)+(l-Qu(s))dBds 
-cc 
-Jr T(t-S)hf,(s,U(s))v(s)ds -cc 
= J’ 
-co 
T(r-s)hj; [f,(s+eh,u(s+h))-f,(s,u(s))]deds 
+J* -cc T(t - S) J’fu(S, 8u(s + h) + (1 - 6) U(S)) d0 0 
x [u(s + h) - u(s)] ds 
-hj’ T(t - s)fu(s, 4s)) 4s) ds 
-cc 
= J ’ ~(t-s)J’~,(s,e~(s+h)+(l-e)u(s))de~~(s)ds -m 0 
+ J’ TO-s)j; [f”(s,eu(s+h)+(l-8)u(s)) 
-fY(: u(s))1 4s)l de ds 
+h jr 
-00 
T(t-s) j; [f,(s+eh,U(s+h))-f,(s,U(s))]deds. 
Our assumptions on f imply that the last and the last but one integrals 
are o(h), as h -+ 0. 
Therefore, 
I,,= J’ 
-cc 
T(t-s) j’f.(%eu(s+h)+(l-0)u(s))dBR,(s)ds 
0 
+S’ T( t - s) o(h) ds. -m 
Let Bh(t) =deffI: f,(t, 0u(t+ h)+ (1-e) u(t)) de and let T,Jf, s) be 
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the evolution operator associated with A + BJf). Since supIE RIIBh(t) - 
B(t)/1 + 0, as h + 0, we have that 11 T,,( t, s)ll 6 NemacrP ‘), t > s, for every suf- 
ficiently small h, where N, c( are positive constants. 
Therefore, Rh(f) = 1’ o. Th(f, s) o(h) ds and so Rh(t) = o(h), as h + 0. 
The other statements of this lemma follow Lemma 4.1. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let w E W, be a C’ function. If instead of (4.1) u(t) 
satisfies 
u(t) = w(t) + 1’ T(t-s)f(s, u(s))ds 
-co 
for every t in R and if all the remaining assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are 
satisfied, then u(t) is a C’ function and 
ti(t)=ti(t)+j’ T(t, s)Cfi(s, 4s)) +fu(s, u(s)) WI1 ds -m 
for every t in R. 
Moreover, if the sets { f!(t, u(t)), t E R} and { f,(t, u(t)) x, t E R}, for each 
x E W, are precompact and G E W,, then ti E W,. 
Proof: This result follows from Theorem 4.1 with the change of 
variables ii(t) = def u(t) - w(t). [ 
5. THE DEPENDENCE ON PARAMETERS: PROPERTIES 
Our purpose in this section is to analyze compactness properties and 
regularity with respect to parameters of evolution operators and of 
bounded solutions. 
Let W be a Banach space, A an open subset of R”, and 
B: R x A + L(W), (t, r) -+ B(t, r). Consider the following hypotheses: 
H5.1. For each r E /i let A(r): 9 + W be the infinitesimal generator of 
the semigroup T(t. r), where 9 is independent of r. 
H5.2. Suppose H5.1 and that the function r + A(r) is strongly con- 
tinuous in 9. 
H5.3. Suppose H5.1 and that the function r -+A(r) is strongly con- 
tinuously differentiable in 9. 
H5.4. Suppose H5.1 and that for each r,, E A there exist a neighborhood 
U of r0 and positive constants A4, y such that I( T( t, r)ll < Me -?’ if r E U and 
t 2 0. 
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H5.5. The function (t, r) E R x A + B(t, r) E L( IV) is strongly con- 
tinuous and for each fixed x E W the function r -+ B( t, r) x is continuous 
uniformly with respect to tc R. 
H5.6. For each rOE A, there exists a neighborhood U of r0 such that 
IIB( t, r)ll is bounded in R x U. 
H5.7. Let A(t, r) =def A(r) + B(t, r). Suppose H5.1, H5.5, and that for 
each r0 E A there exist a neighborhood U of r,, and positive constants M, “J 
such that (/ T(t, s, r)ll < Me- ‘/+‘) for every r in U, and t, s in R, t 3 s, 
where T(t, s, r) is the evolution oierator associated with A(& r). 
5.1. Properties of the Evolution Operator 
THEOREM 5.1. Under the assumptions H5.1 and H5.3, if B( t, r) E L( W) is 
strongly differentiable with respect to r in W, with (t, r) + B(t, r), B,( t, r) 
and B,(t, r) strongly continuous, then the evolution operator T(t, s, r) 
associated with A(r) + B(t, r) is strongly continuously differentiable in 9 and 
for each x in 9 we have 
$T(t,s,r)x=j’ T(t, u, r)(A,(r)+ B,(u, r)) T(u, s, r) du.x. 
s 
Proof. Let r and x be fixed elements in A and 9, respectively. Without 
loss of generality we can assume that Oep(A(r)). 
Let 
u,(t, s) zf T(t, s, rs h) x- T(t, s, r) x 
-h j-’ T(t, u, r)(A,(r) + B,(u, r)) T(u, s, r) x ds. 
s 
If we insert convenient terms we obtain 
v,(t,s)= T(t-s,r+h)+j’T(t- 
[ 
a,r+h)B(a,r+h)T(o,s,r+h)do x 
i 1 
- [ T(t-s,r)+f’T(t- 0, r) B(o, r) T(a, s, r) do x s 1 
-h{J~~T(t-u,r)+liT(1-5,r)B(T,r)T(r,u,r)dS] u 
x CA,(r) + B,(u, r)l T(u, s, r) du x 
50517013-9 
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= 
i 
T(t-s,r+h)-T(t-s,r)-h jrT(t-u,r)A(r)T(u--s,r)xdu 
s I 
+ j3< n - i f 0, r)[B(o, r + h) - B(a, r) - hB,(o, r)] T(o, s, r) x da I 
+ !*:T(t- 
i 
o,r+h)B(o,r-t-h)[T( 0, s, r + h) - T(a, s, r)] x do 
I 
+_A jrT(r-a,r+h)B(~,r+h)ju~(~,u,r) 
s s 
[A,(r) + B,(u, r)] T(u, s, r) du do x 
- h 1’ if T(t - t, r) B(t, r) T(5, u, r) d5 
5 u 
x [A,(r) + B,(u, r)] T(u, s, r) du x 
+ ‘T(t-rr,r+h)B(cr,r+h)T(o,s,r)d~x 
“f \ 
I 
f - T(t-a,r)B(a,r+h)T(o,s,r)dox 
s 
-h I’ T(t - u, r) ,4,.(r) 1” T(u - u, Y) B(u, r) T(v, s, r) du du x. 
3 3 
Lemma 2.2 and our assumption on B imply that the first and the second 
expressions above between { } are o(h), as h + 0. The first term after them 
with the sign + can be written as 16 i:(...) dt du, and so, 
Uh(t,S)=o(h)+ hj’j~(r(t-r,r+h)8(4,r+h)-T(t-5,r)B(t,r)) 
i s s 
x T(5, u, r) d&l,(r) + Br(ui r)) T(u, s, r) du x 
I 
+S’nt-o,r+h)B(a,r+h)~‘h(d,~)d~ 
s 
(r, r + h) B(c, r + h) T(o, S, r) do x 
-I 
I 
T(t-o,r)B(o,r+h)T(a,s,r)dox 
s 
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It can be proved that the first term above between { ) is o(h), as h -+ 0. 
If we let Zh(t, S) be the last term between ( }, we have 
u,(t, s) = o(h) + j’ T(t - CJ, r + h) B(o, r + h) ~,(a, s) da + I/,( t, s). 
5 
Let us prove that Zh(t, S) is o(h), as h --+ 0. If we insert A(r) A-‘(r) in 
each integral of Z,,(t, s) integrations by parts give 
ZJt,s)= -A-yr+h)B(t,r+h)T(t,s,r)x 
+T(t-~,r)A~‘(r+h)B(s,r+h)x 
+ j’ T(t- 
s 
ci,r+h)A~l(r+h)$(B(o,r+h)T(o,s,r))dox 
+K’(r)B(t,r+h)T(t,s,r)x-T(t-s,r)A-’(r)B(s,r+h)x 
- ‘T(r-o,r),K’(r)~(B(o,r+h)T(c,s,r))dox 
s s 
-h j’ T(t-a, r)A,(r) 
i 
--A-‘(r) @a, r) T(a, s, r) 
7 
+ T(cr--s, r) K’(r) B(s, r)+ j” T(a-5, r) A-‘(r) 
s 
x2(W5,r)T(S,s,r))d4’ dax 
x 1 
=[E’(r+h)-Ap’(r)]B(t,r+h)T(t,s,r)x 
+[T(t-s,r+h)K’(r+h)-T(t-s,r)A-‘(r)]B(s,r+h)x 
+ jl [T(t- 0, r+h) A-‘(r+h)- T(t-o, r) A-‘(r)] 
s 
xgB(o,r+h)T(g,s,r)drix 
+hj’T(t- or r) A,(r) A-‘(r) B(o, r) T(o, s, r) da x 
s 
-h j’T( - t o,r)A,(r)T(o-s,r)Apl(r)B(s,r)dox 
s 
-hjlT(t-a,r)A,(r)jO T(a-[,r)A-‘(r) 
5 s 
a 
x-g C45, r) T(L s, r)ld5 dox. 
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Let us analyze one of the terms above: 
h 
I 
’ T(t - u, r) A,(r) A-l(r) B(a, r) T(o, s, r) do x 
5 
=hA-‘(r)A,(r)A-‘(r)B(l,r) T(t,s,r)x 
+ hT(t-s, r) A-‘(r) A,(r) A-l(r) B(s, r) x 
+h j’ qt- 0, r) A-‘(r) A,(r) A-‘(r) 
s 
a 
x aa [B(o, r) T(o, s, r)] da x. 
The equality above was obtained by inserting A(r) A - ‘(1) after 
T(t - c‘, r) and by integration by parts. 
If we substitute the expression above and insert convenient terms in 
I,(t, s), we obtain 
IJt,s)= -{[A-‘(r+h)-A-‘(r)+hA-‘(r)A,(r)A-’(r)] 
x B( t, r + h) T( t, s, r) x} 
+ 
i[ 
T(t-s, r+h)A-‘(r+h)- T(t-s, r)A-l(r) 
-hj’T(l- u, r) A,(r) T(u-s, r) du A-‘(r) 
s 
-T(t-s,r)A-‘(r)A,(r)A-‘(r) B(s,r+h)x 
I I 
-t- pet- i a,r+h)A-‘(r+h)-T(t-a,r)A-‘(r) s 
-h j’qt- 
[ 
u,r)A,(r)T(u-a,r)duA-‘(r) 
.s 
-T(r-o, r)A-‘(r)A.(r)A-l(r) 
I 
$ E(a, r + h) T(o, s, r) da x 
+ h 
H 
~~‘l~T(r-u,r)A,(r)T(u-~,r)duA-l(r) 
x~B(~,r+h)T(~,s,r)d~x 
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- Jr ~(t - 5, r) A,(r) Jo ~(0 - <, r) A -l(r) 
s s 
x a (B(t, r) T(t, s, r)) & do x at 11 
+ h i[ J'T(f- u, r)A,(r) T(u--s, r)duA-‘(r)B(s, r+h) s 
- rT(t-~,r)A,(r)T(a-s,r)doApl(r)B(s,r) 
s 
x 
s 11 
+ {h[A -l(r) A,(r) A-‘(r) B(t, r + h) T(t, s, r) x 
-A-‘(r) A,(r) A-‘(r) B(t, r) T(t, s, r) x]} 
+{h[T(t-s,r)A-‘(r)A,(r)A-‘(r)B(s,r)x 
- T(t-s, r) A-‘(r) Ar(r) B(s, r+h)x} 
+ h Jr qt- 
i[ 
5, r) A-‘(r) A,(r) A-‘(r) 
s 
x: (B(o, r) T(o, s, r) do x 
- 
J 
’ T(t-5, r) A-‘(r) A,(r) A-‘(r) 
s 
a 
x g B(5, r + h) T(5, s, r) do II x . 
The first term of Z,Jt, S) between { > is o(h) because A-‘(r) is strongly 
continuously differentiable, (d/dr) A-‘(r) = -A-‘(r) A,(r) A-‘(r), and the 
other part remains in a compact set. 
A similar idea can be used to prove that the second and the third terms 
between { > are o(h), if we also consider that 
gT(g,r)Ae’(r)=JiT(<--u,r)A,(r)T(u,r)duA-’(r) 
- Y(t, r) A-‘(r) A,(r) A-‘(r) (see Lemma 2.2). 
A natural change in the integration and our assumption on B show that 
the fourth term between ( } is o(h), as h + 0. 
Also, the assumption on B implies that the remaining terms of Zh(t, S) are 
o(h). 
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Therefore, Z,,(f, s) is o(h), as h -+ 0, and our conclusion is that 
u,(t, s) = o(h) + j’ T(f - 0, r + h) B(a, r + h) ~~(0, s) do. 
s 
By using Gronwall’s inequality we conclude that u,(t, S) is o(h) as h -+ 0. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose A(r) satisfies H5.1 and H5.2, B(t, r) satisfies H5.5 
and H5.6, and for each r E ,4, B(t, r) satisfies H4.5 and H4.6. Then the 
function r E A + T(t, s, r) XE W is continuous unlyormly with respect to 
(t, s) E Fm and x in a compact subset K of W. 
If in addition to the assumptions above B(t, r) is strongly continuously 
differentiable with respect o t, &t, r) satisfies H5.5 and H5.6, and for each 
r E A, &t, r) satisfies H4.5 and H4.6, then for every sufficiently large 1 E R 
the function r E /i + A(r) T(t, s, r) R(A, ,4(s)) x E W is continuous uniformly 
with respect to (t, s) E 9m and x E K. 
Proof. For (t, s) E S$m and x E K, we have 
[T(t, s, r + h) - T(t, s, r)] x 
= [T(t-s, r+h)- T(t-s, r)] x 
+I’ T(t- u,r+h)B(u,r+h)T(u,s,r+h)xdu 
3 
- ‘T(t-u,r)B(u,r)T(u,s,r)xdu 
s s 
=O(h)+j’T(t- u,r+h)B(u,r+h) 
s 
x[T(u,s,r+h)-T(u,s,r)]xdu 
+ j’ T(t- u, r + h)[B(u, r + h) - B(u, r)] T(u, s, r) x du 
s 
+ ‘[T(t- s 
u, r + h) - T( t - u, r)] B(u, r) T(u, s, r) x du. 
s 
Under the hypotheses above the last two integrals are O(h), as h -+ 0. 
Then, 
[ T( t, s, r + h) - T( t, s, r)] x 
= ‘T(t-u,r+h)B(u,r+h)[T(u,s,r+h)-T(u,s,r)]xdu+O(h). s s 
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If Th(f, s, r +h) denotes the evolution operator associated with 
A(r + h) + B(t, r + h), from H5.6 it follows that 11 r(t, s, r + A)/1 is bounded 
for (t, s) E Fm and h sufficiently small. Then 
[T(t,s,r+h)-T(t,s,r)]x=O(h)+J’T,(t,u,r+h)O(h)du 
s 
which implies the first stated result. 
From the proof of Lemma 4.2, we obtain 
A(r) T(t, s, r) WA, Ah r)) x 
= -T(t-s, r)-B(t, r) T(t, s, r) R(A, A(s, r)) 
+ lT(t -s, r) R(i, A(s, r)) + c,’ T(t, s + 7, r) B(s + 2, r) 
x [ - T(7, r) - B(s + 7, r) T(s + 7, s, r) R(1, A(s, r)) 
+ 17’(7, r) R(A, A(s, r))] dz 
+-S” 
T(t, s + 7, r)[B(s + 7, r) + B*(s+ 7, r)] 
0 
x T(s + 7, s, r) R(A, A(s, r)) d7 x. 
Our hypotheses, the first part of the proof, and an analysis of each term 
of the above expression show the second part of our lemma. 1 
5.2. Properties of the Bounded Solution 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose ,4(r) satisfies H5.2, B(t, r) satisfies H5.5 and H5.6, 
for each r E A, B(t, r) satisfies H4.5 and H4.6, and T( t, s, r) satisfies H5.7. Zf 
f: R x A + W is such that, for each r, f( ., r) E W,, r --+ f( ', r) E W, is 
continuous and t+k(t, r) = def j’ o. T t, s, r) f(s, r) ds, then for each r E A, ( 
$( ., r) E W, and the function r E A -+ II/( ., r) E W, is continuous. 
ProojI From Lemma 4.3 it follows that $( ., r) E W,. 
Since +(t, r) = j; T(t, I - 7, r) f(t - 7, r) dr, our assumptions imply that 
there exists 6 >O, such that, given E >O, there is r0 > 0 satisfying 
1.f: T(t, t-7, r+h)f(t- 7, r + h) dzl < E for every t E R and Ihl < 6. 
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Therefore, 
wt, r + h) - 44t, r)l 
<2&+ 
s 
‘O IT(t, f-T, r+h)f(t-t, r+h)- T(t, f-T, r)f(t-T, r)l dT 
0 
BYE+ s lo I[T(t, t-T, r+h)- T(t, t q r)lf(t-T, r)l dz 0 
+I; IT(t, t-z, r+h)[f(t-T, r+h)-f(t-t, r)]] dr. 
An application of Lemma 5.1, using the assumptions off, completes the 
proof. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose B: Rx A + L( W) is such that B,, B,, B,, exist in 
the strong sense. Suppose B, B,, B,, B,, satisfy H5.5 and H5.6, andfor each 
fixed r they also satisfy H4.5 and H4.6. Let f: R x A -+ W such that for each 
r E A, f( ., r), f,( ., r) E W,, fi( ., r), f,J ., r) E L(R”, W,), and the functions 
r+f(., r), f,(., r), f,(., r), fir(., ) r are continuous. Suppose A(r) satisfies 
H5.3, T(t, r) satisfies H5.4, and T(t, s, r) satisfies H5.7. 
Is $(t, r) =def JLm T(t, s, r) f (s, r) ds then $,(t, r) exists and 
r + II/( ., r) E W, is continuously differentiable. 
Proof It 1> d, where d is as described in Remark 2.1, then 
Tt,t-z,r)[J.-A(t-z,r)]R(l,A(t-r,r))f(t-t,r)dz ( 
=Asm T(t, t- T, r) R(1, A(t - T, r)) f(t - z, r) dz 
0 
- 
5 
O” T(t,t-r,r)A(t-t,r)R(&A(t-t,r))f(t-r,r)d~, 
0 
where A(t, r) = def A(r) + B(t, r). 
Integration by parts gives 
ti(f, r)=AIom T( t,t-z,r)R(A,A(t-z,r))f(t-z,r)dz 
+ R(k A(& r))f(t, r) - iorn T(t, t-z, r) R(& A(t - 2, r)) 
x B,(t - z, r) R(1, A(t - z, r)) f(t - z, r) dz 
- 
s 
m T(t,t-T,r)R(,I,A(t-qr))f,(t-z,r)dt. 
0 
From Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 5.1 we obtain 
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xR(t-z,r)f(t-7,r)dz 
+ism T(t,r-t,r)R(L,A(t--z,r))A,(r-7,r) 
0 
xR(L,A(t-t,r))f(t-7,r)d7 
+qm T(t, t- 7, r) R(L, A(t-7, r))L(f--7, r) d7 
0 
+ W, 46 r)) A,.(& r) R(4 A(& r))f(t, r) 
+ NA A(& r))f,(& r) 
02 r 
- 
i s 
T(t,u,r)A,(u,r) T(u, t-7,r)duR(A,A(t--7,r)) 
0 I-r 
xB,(t--7,r)R(l,A(t-z,r)f(t--7,r)dz 
- 
s 
cc T(t, t - 7, r) R(2, A(t - 7, r)) A,(t - 7, r) R(L, A(t - 7, r)) 
0 
xB,(t-z,r)R(l,A(t-7,r))f(t-7,r)dz 
-[wT(t,t-7,r)R(1,A(t-7,r))B,,(t-7,r) 
x R”(l, A(t-7, r))f(t-7, r)d7 
- 
I 
co T(t, t-7, r) R(1, A(t-7, r)) B,(t-7, r) R(I, A(t-7, r)) 
0 
xA,(t-z,r)R(&A(t-z,r))f(t-7,r)d7 
- 
s 
m T(t, t - 7, r) R(2, A(t - 7, r)) B,(t - 7, r) 
0 
x R(i, A(t-7, r))f,(t-7, r)d7 
00 , 
- 
s s 
T(t, u, r) A,(u, r) T(u, t-7, r) du 
0 I-r 
x R(& A(t - 7, r))ft(t - 7, r)) d7 
- 
i 
m T(t, c-7, r) R(I, A(t-7, r))A,(t-7, r) 
0 
x R(1, A(t - 7, r)) f,(t - 7, r) d7 
s 
cc 
- T(t, t-7, r) R(& A(t-7, r))fJt-7, r)d7. 
0 
(5.1) 
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Convergence of the integrals above can be verified using our 
assumptions, Theorem 2.1, and Lemma 4.2. If we denote by 4(t, r) the 
terms which do not involve integrals, our hypotheses and Lemma 2.2 imply 
that r -+ d( ., r) E W, is continuous. All the terms which involve a single 
integral can be written as j; r(t, t-r, r) h(t - z, r) dr, where r -+ 
h( ., r) E W, is continuous, and therefore from Lemma 5.2 it follows that the 
function r + j; T( ., . - r, Y) h( . - r, r) d7 E W, is continuous. 
The terms which involve a double integral can be written as either 
xT(t-&t-z,r)d<h(t-r,r)d7 
or 
q(t, I) ‘!?I’ ja s’ T(t, t - t, r) A,(r) T(t - r, t - 7, r) d4 
0 0 
x R(A, A(t - 7, r)) h(t - 7, r) d7, 
where r -h( ., r)E W, is continuous. 
Let us consider the second case, because the first one is easier. 
Let E(r) = def A,(r) A - ‘(r). Our assumptions and Lemma 2.2 imply that 
E(r) is strongly continuous and for a fixed r E A there exists 6 > 0 such that 
for h, t, (hl <6, ?E R, we have Iq(t,r+h)(~constS,“ze-Y’dz 
supIERlh(t, r)l. Therefore, given E > 0, there exists to > 0 such that for any 
PER, h, Ih( ~6, we have 
q(t,r+h)=[:[iT(f,t-t,r+h)E(r+h)A(r+h) 
.T(t--t,t-r,r+h)drR(&A(t-7,r+h)) 
. h( t - 7, r + h) d7 + O(E). 
If we consider q(t, r + h) - q( t, r), insert convenient terms, and use 
Lemma 5.1 and our assumptions, a standard but lengthy calculation shows 
that the function r + q( -, r) E W, is continuous. 1 
5.3, Smoothness of Bounded Solutions of Nonlinear Equations 
The next objective is to study the differentiability, with respect to 
parameters, of bounded solutions of nonlinear integral equations. 
Suppose W, W,, W, are Banach spaces, A is an open set of W, , A is an 
opensetofR”,andf:RxAxA+W,, (t, r, x) -f( t, r, x). Let us consider 
the following hypotheses: 
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H5.8. Let K be a compact subset of A. For each fixed I in n the set 
f(R, r, K) is precompact and the function (t, X)E R x K +f(t, r, x) is 
uniformly continuous. The function r +f(t, r, x) is continuous uniformly 
with respect to (t, r) in R x K. 
H5.9. For each r E A, A(r): 9 c W-+ W generates a Co semigroup 
T(r, t) and there exist M> 0 and a continuous function y: ,4 -+ (0, co) such 
that I/ T(t, r)jl < Me-“(‘)‘, t > 0, r E A. 
H5.10. Assume H5.9. Suppose B: R x n + L(W) strongly continuous in 
W, M> 0, y: n -+ (0, cc) is continuous such that /I T(t, s, r)ll 6 MeeY(‘)(‘-‘), 
t > s, r E /1, where T(t, s, r) is the evolution operator associated with 
A(r) + B(t, r). 
THEOREM 5.2. If B, denotes the open ball of radius p > 0 in the Banach 
space W = W1 x W2 and A is an open subset of R” we suppose that the 
following hold 
(a) H5.2 and H5.10, and B(t, r) is twice continuously differentiable 
with B(t, r), B,(t, r), B,(t, r), B,,(t, r) satisfying H4.5 and H4.6 for each fixed 
r and H5.5 and H5.6. 
(b) G,: Rx A x B, -+ W’ are C’ functions such that all derivatives up 
to order i satisfy H5.8 for i= 1, 2. 
(c) S: Rx A + L( Wk, W’) is continuously differentiable and the 
functions (t, r, z) E R x A x W, -+ S(t, r) z, S,(t, r) z, S,(t, r) z satisfy H5.8. 
(d) There exist positive constants N,, p and continuous functions 
/?: R + [0, co), N: A + [0, co) such that IlS(t, r)ll <N,, ljG,(t, r, O)il 6 N(r), 
ll(~GIlau)(t, r, u)ll d N(r), IlG2(b r, O)ll 6 N(r) + P(t), Il(~GJ~u)(t, r, u)ll 6 
N(r) + B(t), N(r)(N, + M/y(r)) + M j B d P < P/(P + I), for any (t, r, u) E 
RxAxB,, where J/?=JR/?. Th en f or each rE A there exists a unique 
solution u(t, r)E B, of u(t) = col(S(t, r) G,( -, r, u( .)), I’m T(t, s, r) 
G,(s, r, u(s)) ds) such that u( ., r)E W,. Moreover, the function r + 
u( ., r) E W, is continuously differentiable. 
Proof: In order to use Theorem 2.4 let p, > 0 be such that p < 
pIAl +P~)<P/(~+P) and F= ($E W,: lItill <P,}. 
The assumptions on Gi and S imply that if $ E W, then G,( ., r, $( .)) 
and G2(., rr t4.J) E Wz,, and S(., r) G,(., r, II/(.)) belong to Wk for a fixed 
rEA. 
For r in A, $ in F, and t in R we define 
s(t, r) G,(., r, (I/(.)) 
F-(t), r)(t) 2’ 
I 
, 
T(t, s, r) G2(s, r, $6)) ds. 
-Co 
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It follows from the statements above, from our hypotheses, and from 
Lemma 4.3 that Y(II/, r) E F and so F is invariant under Y( ., r). Moreover, 
Lemma 5.2 implies that for each fixed II/ in F the function r + Y(t,b, r) E W, 
is continuous. 
Since 
and Wr)(N,+Mh(r))+M j BGP<P~/(~+P~)<L for $1, 1(12~F, it 
follows that for each r in A, r( ., r) has a unique fixed point u( ., r) in F and 
r + u( ., r) E W, is continuous. 
If F, = der u( -, A) denotes the set of fixed points of Y and u( ., r) E F, , for 
u = col(u,, a*) then 
u(t, r) = Y(u, r)(t) 
E col(s(t,r)GI(.,r,U(.,r)),Sr r(t,s,r)G2(s,r,u(s,r))ds) 
-02 
= 
( 
s(t, r) G,( ., r, de, r)) 
s ’ T(t - s, r)[B(s, r) u(s, r) + G,(s, r, u(s, r))] ds -m i 
If we denote by T,(t, s, r) the evolution operator associated with 
A(r) + B(t, r) + (dGJau)(t, r, u(t, r)), then Gronwall’s inequality implies 
that 
Our assumptions and Theorem 4.1 imply that ri( -, r) E W,. The same 
theorem gives an expression for ti( ., r) and using Lemma 5.2 we conclude 
that r + zi( ., r) E W, is continuous. 
For a fixed rl in A, we have 
;[G (1 z , r, 44 rl))=DIGAt, r, 4t, r,))+D3G2(tr r, 46 ~~))4t, r,), 
; CGdt , r, u(t, rl)) = &G2(t, r, u(t, r,)h 
and 
& GA& rr u(t, rl)) = &D, G,(t, r, 4~ rl)) 
+ &D3G2(t, r, u(t, rl)) 46 r,h (5.2) 
where Di denotes partial derivatives. 
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To prove the existence and continuity of r + D2F(u(., r), Y) we must 
analyze a first term which involves partial derivatives of S(t, r) 
G,(t, r, u(t, r)) and a second which involves partial derivatives of an 
improper integral. The first can be handled easily. For r = rl in (5.2) the 
second is similar to (5.1) with the substitution off(t, r) by G,(t, r, u(t, r)), 
fi(t, r) by D, G2(t, r, u(t, r)) + D3G2(t, r, 46 r)) C(t, r), f,(t, r) by 
D2G2(t, r, 4t, r)), and fr,(t, r) by 
D2D, GA& r, 46 r)) + D2&G2(t, r, 46 r)) $4 r). 
The same approach as that used in Lemma 5.3 to treat the continuity of 
(5.1) in r can be used to prove the continuity in r of the part of 
D2S(u( ., r), r) which involves improper integrals. 
An easy calculation shows that, for ($, r) E B, x A, 
The remaining hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 follow from our assumptions 
on G;, i = 1, 2, and from Lemma 5.2. 
Therefore, the function r + u( ., r) E W, is continuously differentiable. 1 
In our applications dim W’ < ccj. 
6. APPLICATION. A NONLINEAR BEAM EQUATION 
In this section we study periodic and homoclinic solutions of a nonlinear 
equation. Our results are then applied to a nonlinear beam equation. 
Consider the following system of differential equations: 
i =fo(x) + EF(X, 6, E) + F,(t, x, 24, E) + &f(& E) 
ti=A(~, d)u+H,(x, u)+H,(t,x, u, E)+EG(~,E). 
(6.1) 
Hypotheses. Throughout this section we suppose that some functions 
are sufficiently smooth. It should be understood that they are at least of 
class C4. We can require weaker smoothness conditions in some cases, but 
we do not pursue this point. 
H6.1. W is a Banach space and A =A(&, 6): 9 c W-r W is the 
infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup T( t, E, 6) such that I( T( t, E, S)jj < 
Me - uE*, t 2 0, where 9 and the positive constants M, 0 are independent of 
E, 6, for O,<E<E~, 0<6,<6<6,. 
The function (E, 6) + A(&, 6) E L(W) is sufficiently smooth, 9? is an open 
bounded set of R2, 0 ~98, and V is a small neighborhood of the origin 
in W. 
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We assume that fo, F, F,, f, valued in R2 and H,, H,, G, valued in W, 
are sufficiently smooth when defined for x in 99, UE V, 0 <E < Ed, 
6, < 6 < 6,) and t in R. Suppose that the dependence in t is l-periodic. 
Suppose fix, 4 &I= O(lxl), f’,(t, x, 4 E) = w42), ff,(x, u) = o(lx1214 1, 
and H2(t, x, u, E) =O(Ju13), as 1x1, IuI go to zero. 
We assume that 0 is a saddle point of 1= fo(x) and that f c B is a 
homoclinic orbit for the origin. 
Let U( t, E, 6) = der E SF T( s, E, 6) G( t - s, E) ds, the l-periodic solution of 
ti = Au + EG(t, E). Suppose that U = O(E) and that lim, +,, E ~ ‘U( ., E, 6) is a 
smooth function of 6 E (6,, 6,). 
LEMMA 6.1. Under hypotheses H6.1, system (6.1) has a 1 -periodic 
solution which is O(E), as & -+ 0. 
ProoJ If we let v =def u - U in (6.1), we obtain 
i = fo(x) + EF(x, 6, E) + F,( t, x, v + ii, E) + &f(t, E) 
ti = Au + H,(x, u + ii) + H2(t, x, v + U, E). 
(6.2 1 
If fo(x) =def Cx+f,(x), where f,(x)=O(lx12), x =def~y, u =def~~, then 
we obtain in the system 
j=Cy+r-’ ( ) F( fi cy + cy, 6, E) + E-‘F,(t, my, EW + U, E) +f(t, F) 
3 = Aw + EK’H,(E~, EW + ii) + &-‘H2(t, my, FW + U, E) 
or 
P=Cy+~(t,y,w,6,E)+f(t,O) 
bi = Aw + 8( t, y, w, 6, E), 
(6.3) 
where, F = def E - ‘f (cy ) + F( &y,S,&) + E-‘F,(t,&y,&w+U,E) + f(t,c) - 
f(t,O)=O(&), B = & -lH,(&y, EW + U) + &-lH2(t, my, EW + ii, E) =O(E~), as 
& --+ 0. 
In order to find a l-periodic mild solution ((y(t), w(t)) of (6.3) which is 
0( 1) as E -+ 0, we must solve the system 
Yw=j;m_ eC(r-S)P[F((s, y(s), w(s), 6, E) +f(s, 0)] ds 
5 
I 
+ eC(‘-s)(Z- P)[F(;(s, y(s), w(s), 6, E) +f(s, 0)] ds (6.4) 
oc 
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where P E L(R2) is a projection such that 
lle”Pjl 6 e-“‘, t 2 0, and IleC’(Z- P)II 6 es’, t d 0. 
Let y(t) =def Jfjo eCcres)Z’f(s, 0) ds + j& eCC’-‘)(Z- P) f(s, 0) ds, 
U = def col(y, w), and D = de‘ (jj, 0), and let (FU)(t) be defined as the 
second member of (6.4). 
There exist L > 0 and a small neighborhood of D, where 
IlY-U- 011, <EL, II(8r/aU)(U)ll, <EL, for every sufficiently small E and 
IIW, =def suP,../l~(~)ll. 
It follows from the uniform contraction principle that system (6.4) has a 
unique l-periodic solution U* = U*(t, E, 6) in a neighborhood of I?, for 
every sufficiently small E and 6 E (6,, 13,). 1 
Remark 6.1. It can be proved, by using Corollary 4.2, that U* is a 
strong solution of (6.2) and, also by using Theorem 5.2, that U* is a 
smooth function of (E, 6). 
Remark 6.2. The reasons why we have assumed that H,, H, are of at 
least third order in x, u and why we look for solutions of order O(E) are 
justified by the following examples. We have two critical points, u = 0, u = E 
of ti = EU - u2, and so we have two solutions of O(E). For ti = EU- u3 we 
have the critical points u=O, U= &/& but just one of them is O(E), as 
E -+ 0. 
6.1. The Homoclinic Solutions 
Our next objective is to study homoclinic solutions of (6.1). If p(t) is a 
solution of i =fO(x) which parametrizes r, let p(O) + S be the hyperplane, 
in R2, by p(O) which is orthogonal to r by p(O). Now we look for bounded 
solutions (x(t), u(t)) of (6.1), uniformly close to (p(t + a), 0) and such that 
x( -a)~p(O) + S, for some c( E R. This suggests the change of variables 
x(t-a) =d”fp(t)+z(t), w(t)=u(t-a) in (6.2), where z(0) belongs to the 
subspace S, and we obtain 
i = D(t) z +f*( t, z) + EF(P + z, 6, E) 
+F,(t-cc, p+z, w+ti,E)+f(t-f&E) 
ti~=[A+B(t)]w+H,(p+z,w+ii)-D,H,(p(t),O)w 
+ H,(t - CC, p + z, w + U, E), (6.5) 
where D(t) =def &(p(t)), B(t) =def (dH,/&)(p(t), 0), f2(t, z) =def 
.I& + z) -h(p) -fL(p(t)) z = O(lz12). and U = def C(t - ~1. 
The system i = D(t) z has dichotomies in R + and R- . If T(t, s) = 
T(t, s, E, 6) denotes the evolution operator associated with A + B(t), from 
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Gronwall’s inequality we obtain 11 T(t, s)ll d M1e-““(‘+“‘, if t 2 s, where 
M, > 0 is a constant independent of (E, 6) E (0, E,,) x (a,, 6,). 
A basis of the space of the bounded solutions of (H) is given by 
4(t) = (p(t)). If fE BC(R, R*) let (L,)(t) =def @(t)(@*(O) Q(O))-’ Q*(O) 
f(0) be a projection onto N and let Q be given as described in 
Theorem 3.1, and Remark 3.1. 
From Theorem 3.1 and the Liapunov-Schmidt method we see that to 
find a bounded mild solution (z(t), w(t)) of (6.5) we must search a 
continuous bounded solution of 
z = KU- Q)Cfi(., z) + @(P + z, 6, &I- F(P, 4 ~1) 
+F,(.-a,p+z,w+u,E)+&F(p,S,&)+&f(.-a,&)] (6.6a) 
w(t) = j’ ~(t,s)C~,(P+z,w+~)-~,(P,u)--*~,(p,O)w 
-m 
+ H,(s - a, p f z, w + ii, E) + H,(p, U)] ds (6.6b) 
Q[f,(.,z)+~F(p+z,6,~)+F,(.-cl,p+z,w+ii,~)+~f(.-ol,~)]=o. 
(6.6c) 
The first and the second equations are called the auxiliary equations and 
the third is called the bifurcation equation. 
Let Z =def K(I-Q)[sF(p,&e) + .$(.--a,~)] = O(E), G(t) =def 
jf,T(t,s) H,(p,ii) ds=O(E), z, =def z-5, w, =def~-%. With these 
changes of variables we obtain the system 
ZI = W- Q)Cf,(., z1+ 2) + e(F(p + ZI + 2, 6, E) - F(p, 6, E)) 
+F,(.-a,p+z,+z,w,+w+ii,&)] 
w=S( T(t,s)[H,(p+z,+z,w,+w+ii) -02 
- ff,(p, 4 -D, H,(p, ww, + @) 
+ H,(s - a, p + z1 + 2, w1 + W + ii, E)] ds. 
Hypotheses H6.1 imply that H(t, a, 6, E, wl, zI) =def [H,(p, U) - 
D,H,(p, O)(w, + G) + H2(t - a,p + z1 + 2, w1 + W + ii, E)] = lIp(t 
O((lz,l + ENIWII + &)I + O((& + lZ112)(& + Iw,l)) + w + lw,13); 
G(t,a,S,.s, w,,z,) =deff2(t,~1i-~) + ~[F(p+z,+i6,~) - F(p, S,E)] + 
F,(t-a,p+z,+F, w,+iC+ii,E) = O((E+ lwll + Iz,l)‘). 
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Since we seek solutions which are O(E), we consider the scaling w, = EW*, 
z, = sz2 and we obtain the system 
z2 = K(Z- Q) E-‘G( ., a, 6, E, EW*, EZ*) 
w*(t) = 1’ 
(6.7) 
T(t, s) E-lH(s, a, 6, E, &W*, EZJ ds, 
-cc 
where E -‘H(r, a, 6, E, EWE, &zZ) = Ip( O(E) +O(E*) and a~‘G(t, a, 6, E, 
&W*, &Z*) = O(E). 
In order to use Theorem 5.2 we let 
u dgf col(z,, w,), S ‘% (K(Z- Q) r sf (F, 6, a), 
G,(t, r, u) gf EC’G(t, a, 6, E, ew2, EZJ 
G2(t, r, u) ‘%~-‘ff(t, a, 6, E, &w2, &zZ), 
Since G, = O(E), Gz = Ip( O(E) +O(E*), for p = 1 and ~~ sufficiently 
small, we can choose P(t) = dcf (small positive const.) . /p(t)/, 
N(r) = def (const.) a’. If we let N1 2 IlK(Z- Q)ll we can adjust fi and N in 
such a way that all the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied. 
Therefore, if a0 is chosen sufficiently small, there exists a strong solution 
(.~:(a, 6, a)(t), w$(E, 6, a)(t)) = U*(E, 6, a)(t) of (6.7), which is bounded in 
R, and such that (a, 6, a) + U*(E, 6, tl) is a smooth function for 0 <E < go, 
~3~ < 6 < 6,) a E R. Moreover U* = O(E). 
If we let z* =defZ+~~:, w* =def - w + EW; we see that (z*, w*) is a strong 
solution of (6.6a) and (6.6b) and it is a smooth function of (a, 6, a) which is 
O(E). 
Substitution of (z*, w*) in (6.6~) gives the equivalent equation 
ij Y(t)[.$(t-a, ~)+&F(p+z*, 6, E)] df+O(.z2)=0 
or 
E(~,a,6)~f~~Y(t)[f(t-a,0)+F(p+z*,6,0)dt+O(~)=0, (6.8) 
where q = def J YY* dt and j=JR. 
Let E(0, a, 6) =def lim,,, E(E, a, 6) = j Y(u(t)[f(t - a, 0) + 
F(p, 6,0)] dt. Application of Lebegue’s dominated convergence theorem 
shows that E(E, a, 6) is continuously differentiable for 0 <E < co, 
6,<6-c6,, aER. 
505/70/3-10 
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Therefore, the problem of finding a bounded solution of (6.1) close to 
~(t + rx) is reduced to finding c1 such that E(E, CI, 6) = 0. 
Remark 6.3. It is possible to prove that, once c1 is found, the solution 
(~(?+a) +z*(t+cr), u*(t)) of (6.2) tends to the l-periodic solution 
obtained in Lemma 6.1 as t + _+ cc. 
6.2. A Nonlinear Beam Equation 
Let us consider a modification of the beam equation given by Holmes 
and Marsden in [9]: 
(6.9) 
where (. ) = a/at, (‘) = a/&, rl is proportional to the normal load, 
k = stiffness due to “membrane” effects, and 6 . E = damping. 
We suppose that rc2 < rl -C 4rr2, h, and g( ., z, E) are l-periodic in t and 
jtg(t,z,E) sinnzdz=O. 
If we let u( t, z) = def x(t) sin rrz + o( t, z), with u orthogonal to sin rcz, we 
obtain the system 
i-ax+dx3= --8Ei+~h(t)-bhxj: (u’l’dz-cex 
i:+(l+EY,)VI’I’+rlU”-k(~~ ,o’,‘dr)u” 
= -&ti + cx2u” + &g(t, z, E), 
where a = def n2(n2 - r,), b =def n2k, c =def kx2/2, d zdef kn4/2, and e 
=def ygp. 
If we let X = col(x, .-?) = def col(x,, x2), 2.4 = def col(u, ti) = def col(o,, u,), 
we obtain the equivalent system 
Let 2 be the Banach space (H2 n Hh) x L2 with the norm j/u(12 =
sh lu;l’dz+J~ Ju2J2 dz for u=col(u,, u2). 
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If we let Au=A(s,6) 24 =der col(u,, -(l +EY~)u;)I-~,u;)-&u~), 
,‘,=;y (UEZ. . u is orthogonal to sin nz), 9(A) =def (ue Y: ur E H4, 
I, USE HhnH’}, H,(X, u) =def col(0, cx:u;), Hz(u) =def 
c&o, ;t-‘s:, \U;l’ dzu;), G(t, E) = def CW? dt, ., E), Jo(X) = def 
col(0, ax, - dxf), F(X, 6) =def col(0, -6x, - ex,), F,(X, U) =der 
col(0, -bx, 1; lu’,12 dz), andf(t) = def col(0, h(t)), we obtain the equivalent 
system 
~=fo(x)+eF(x, S)+F,(X, u)+.Ef(t) 
ti = Au + H,(X, u) + H2(z4) + EG(t, E). 
We suppose f continuous and (t, E) E R x [0, Ed) + G(t, E) E W sufficiently 
smooth. 
In order to prove the exponential estimate of the semigroup T(E, S)(t), 
generated by A(&, 6), we consider the Liapunov functional 
v(U) =,,j: [+21’+(l +EY~)Iu;~~)-~~)u;/~)+EPu,u~] dz, 
where /? is adjusted conveniently. 
A natural calculation shows that there exist positive constants sO, cr, c2, 
c3 such that for every #,69(A), if u(t) =def T(E, 6, t) uO, then c2)Iul)* < 
V(u)<c,[lu/12, (d/dt) V(u(t))< -~c~V(u(t)) for every E, 6, O<E<E~, 0~ 
s,<s<s,. 
Those statements and the density of 9(A) in Y imply that there exist 
positive constants M, B, such that 
II T(E, 6, t) uoIl 6 Me-““‘, t L 0, 
for O<E<E~,C$,<~<~, and u,EY. 
Suppose that zi(t, E, 6) = def ~1; T(s,s,d) G(t-s,e)ds and that 
lim s+0 (U( ., E, B)/E) is a sutliciently smooth function of 6 E (a,, 6,). This 
assumption is discussed in Example 6.1. 
Therefore, hypothesis H6.1 is satisfied. 
The equation k=f,(X) has a homoclinic solution p(t) = def 
col(xl(t), iI( such that i,(O)=0 and x,(O)>0 and so Y(t) =def 
col( -Z,(t), i,(t)) is a basis of the space of bounded solutions of the 
adjoint equation $ = -I(/fo,(p(t)). 
The bifurcation equation (6.8) is in this case given by 
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where E(E, o, 6) is a smooth function of 
(6, a, 4 E CO, 4 x R x (h,, 61) and q = [i,(t)]’ dt. s 
The last equation is the equivalent of 
Let K(a) = def l/q J n,(t) h(t - tl) dt and assume that E behaves as in 
Fig. 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Under the assumptions of Section 6.2, a, is such that 
i(a,) = 0, i;(,,) < 0, and 6, < E(a,,) c 6,) and there exist smooth functions 
6 =8(c), a = U(E), E E [0, q,), with 6(O) = ~(cc,), a(0) = cq, such that ifs > C?(E) 
then there are no homoclinic solutions of (6.9) close to p(t + a) . sin rcz for 
some c(, tf 6 < @E) then there are a,, M> such that (6.9) has two homoclinic 
solutions close to p(t + a1) sin 7cz and p(t + ~1~) sin nz, respectively, and if 
6 = C?(E) then (6.9) has one homoclinic solution close to p(t + a(~)) sin ZZ. 
Remark 6.4. In fact, it is possible to prove that there are infinitely 
many homoclinic solutions if 6 < 8(c). 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let g( t, z, E) = def h(z) cos 27ct. We proceed as in [9] and 
suppose the nonresonance conditions 
n27c2(n27c2 - f ,) # 47~~ for n=2, 3, . . . . 
FIGURE 1 
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- I 
If we let F((t, e, 6)(z) = C,“= z a,(t) sin nnz and U = def col(o, o), then a,(t) 
is a solution of the equation 
j; + b&j + n27c2( I + &y1)(n2?c2- r,) y = &#I, cos 27rt 
with /3, = 2 JA h(z) sin mz dz, n 2 2. 
The roots of the characteristic polynomial associated with the equation 
above are given by 
A, = f[--Eh _+ (~~6~-4n~7z~( 1 + q,)(n2n2 - f,))‘j2]. 
Let A,+, A;, respectively, be the roots with signs + and -. 
A standard calculation shows that, for w = def 274 
[ 
a,(t) 
&l(t) 
1’ 
w . A,+ - 
w2 + &t’ sm wt - w2 + &+2 cos wt 1 1 
+ w [ 2, w2+1,* sin wt - w2+p cos wt I 
-A,+ I w ’ A,: w2+~n+2s’nu’t- w2+Il;2coswf I 
+A, w I w2 + ,q2 sin wt - 
1, 
w2+/q2 
cos wt I_ 
It is possible to prove that there exist positive constants E,,, N such that 
the expressions l;i; - &+ I -‘, 111/lw2 +A*) are less than N/n’, 
(R2(/I~2+122(dN, and (w~-~-~~(-~GNN~~~, where n=iJ, 1;, EE[O,EJ. 
Under weak conditions on h(z) we can see that ii( ., E, 6) satisfies the 
required condition in H6.1. 
6.3. Final Remark 
In our approach we exploited the fact that the infinite dimensional is 
asymptotically stable and so we were involved with improper integrals of 
the form jLm( ). Under suitable conditions, we believe that most of the 
results of this paper are valied when we have both stabIe and unstable 
manifolds in the infinite dimensional part. This implies that, besides the 
above integral, we have integrals of the form J,OO (...). 
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